
Capacity building seminar on planning, design, development and 

operation of intermodal freight interfaces, including dry ports  
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Item 1. Definitions and functions  

Freight modal interchanges: 

• terminals which allow transfer of freight from one transport mode 

to another – usually from road to rail; 

• can handle all types of freight except bulk, but mostly handle 

containers or other types of unitized freight (e.g. pallets; steel 

bundles); 

• if equipped and authorized for border clearance of cargo are 

called “dry ports”, alternatively “inland container depots”, or 

“inland clearance depots” 
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• “an [inland logistics centre] connected to one 

or more modes of transport for the handling, 

storage and regulatory inspection of goods 

moving in international trade and the execution 

of applicable customs control and formalities” 

(Article 1 of Inter-governmental Agreement 

on Dry Ports). 

 

Dry port 
 
Definition: 
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• as name implies, a “Dry Port” provides all of the 

services of a port except for the loading of cargo to 

and from seagoing ships. 

  

• may be distinguished from an ICD in that it can 

accommodate all types of cargo (though usually not 

bulk cargo), whereas an ICD specializes in the 

handling of containers and containerized cargo 

Dry port 
 

Definition (continued()  
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Dry port 

Functions: 

 Container handling and storage 

 Container stripping and stuffing 

 Breakbulk cargo handling and storage 

 Customs and other border controls inspection 

and clearance 

 Container light repairs 

 Freight forwarding and cargo consolidation 

services 

• Banking/insurance/financial services 

• Transport booking/brokerage 

• Value added services (e.g. packaging, 

labelling, long term warehousing) 
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Item 2. Economic benefits 

• Dry ports allow diversion of cargo movement from 

inefficient to efficient combinations of transport (mainly all 

road to rail plus road, but also all road to IWT (where 

applicable) plus road 

 

• Benefits arise from modal diversion in four ways: 

 through a net reduction in transport operating cost  

which will induce increased trade 

 through a net reduction in environmental damage 

 through a net increase in public safety (reduced 

accident costs) 

 through a net reduction in transport infrastructure 

maintenance cost 
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2.1 Potential for net reduction in 

 transport operating costs (1) 

• Dry ports located close to the cargo sources (or trade generating 

locations) and distant from a seaport will allow transport costs to 

be optimized by employing: 

 small-medium trucks for transport of breakbulk cargo 

between cargo source and the dry port 

 rail or IWT (if available) for transport of containers between 

the dry port and a seaport 

• For this workshop, estimates of transport cost reductions 

attributable to dry port operations derived from : 

 short distance truck costs based on data from ADB project 

in Myanmar (2016) 

 Medium distance (300 km) rail costs based on multimodal 

cost analysis for Cambodia and Viet Nam (2007) as well as 

recent rail costings for India and Viet Nam (2015 and 2017) 
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Cargo origins/destinations 

Dry Port 

Seaport Either…  

Or 

2.1   Potential for net reduction in transport operating costs (2) 
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Breakbulk transport costs – mode comparison (ADB) 

Source: ADB,  Myanmar Transport Sector Policy Note: How to reduce transport costs, 2016 

Above road cost functions also representative of road transport costs in 
Bangladesh and India. Transport cost reduction estimates assume cost per 
tonne-km for road haul of 320km at $  0.055 and for short haul of 20 km at 
$ 0.14. 
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  Relative operating costs, rail, road and IWT container transport– Cambodia and Viet Nam 
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•Rail unit: diesel loco, power rating 1,839 KW, 30 wagons, container capacity 60 TEU     
•Road unit: prime mover/semi, power rating 279 KW, container capacity 2 TEU 
•IWT unit: motorized barge, power rating 883 KW, container capacity 96 TEU 

 Rail container haulage costs begin to fall below those of road at around 330-340 km, while convergence of  rail 
and IWT costs occurs around 500 km. COST DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ROAD AND RAIL BECOMES SUBSTANTIAL AT 
AROUND 600 KM (i.e. twice breakeven distance) 

Recent rail cost analyses (India 2015) and (Viet Nam 2017) reveal lower costs for rail haulage of containers than 
those shown above. For India a rail container haulage using ELECTRIC traction and longer trains (45 wagons = 90 
TEU) over  distance of 350 Km yielded unit operating cost of approx $ US 0.022 per TEU-km; in Viet Nam, haulage 
of containers in trainloads of 30 wagons (= 60  TEU) over 1700 km yielded unit cost of $US 0.0275 per TEU-km. For 
purpose of these estimates typical unit cost of $0.03 assumed.   
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Cargo transport cost between cargo origin/destination and seaport with and without dry port 

1. Pre-dry port 

 Transport of breakbulk cargo by truck (320 km)  

              Cargo origin/destination              Seaport 

 
 

Truck operating cost, per tonne-km: :  $ 0.055           
 
Total cost to transport ~1 TEU (11 t) 
with truck payload of 7 tonnes:            $ 205.70 

Total transport cost for ~ 1 TEU:  $ 205.70 
 

 

2. Post dry port 

 
 
                                        Transport of breakbulk 
                                cargo by truck (20 km)                      

 
 
                        
        Transport of containers by rail (300 km) 

 

   

                    Cargo origin/               Dry port                  
                      destination                  

                                     Seaport 

Truck operating cost, per tonne-km: :  $ 0.15        
Total cost to transport ~1 TEU (11 t) 
with truck payload of 7 tonnes:            $ 33.00 

Rail operating cost, per tonne-km         $0.045 
Total cost to transport 1 TEU (11 t)       $149.95 

Total transport cost for 1 TEU:       $ 182.95 

Net saving in total transport cost per TEU (1-2): $22.75 
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Conclusions from transport cost reduction estimates 

• Financial cost reduction of $22.75 per TEU (11%) may 

be converted to Economic cost reduction by applying 

Shadow Pricing Factor to eliminate taxes and 

government charges  

 

• Economic cost reduction would be of order of US$ 20 

per TEU (using an SPF of 0.88) 

 

• BUT cost reduction will increase trade 

competitiveness of  shippers using the dry port, 

possibly leading to increase in trade volume 
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• Extent of trade volume increase difficult to estimate, but acclaimed paper by Oxford 

academics* suggests elasticity of trade with respect to freight cost factor in range of -

2.0 to -3.5 

• Elasticity of trade reflects percentage change in volume for given percentage change 

in freight cost factor, as represented in formula: 

Effect of transport cost reduction on trade volume 

Behar A and Venables A J , Transport costs and International Trade, University of Oxford, 2012  (Paper written for  Handbook of Transport 

Economics) 

Dry port - Seaport distance (kms): 300

S/N Item Pre DP Post DP

US$ US$

1 Land transport cost/tonne 205.70 182.95

2 Local Handling cost/tonne 9.09 9.09

3 Container shipping/tonne 272.73 272.73

4 Port handling charges/tonne 36.36 36.36

5 Total transport and handling cost/tonne (1-4) 523.88 501.14

6 Cargo value/tonne 3000.00 3000.00

7 Total delivered cost/tonne (5+6) 3523.88 3501.14

8 Change in delivered cost/tonne (Pre DP - Post DP)

9 Assumed elasticity of trade (℮D) with respect to freight cost -2 -3.5 Limao and Venables (2001) - user input required

10 Estimated change in trade volume 1.3% 2.3%

Item Pre-DP

 ℮D = -2  ℮D =  -3.5

Trade volume - TEU 50,000 50,645              51,790                 

Trade volume - tonnes (pre-DP) 550,000.00 557,100.07      562,425.12         

Trade value - US$ million 1,650.00      1,671.30          1,687.28             

Trade value increase - US$ million 21.30    37.28     
Trade value increase - % 1.3% 2.3%

Remarks

Road and road/rail cost estimates,  transferred from "Tpt cost estimates"

Assumed charge US$ 100/TEU - user input required

Assumed charge US$ 3000/TEU - user input required

Assumed charges US$400/TEU - user input required

Post DP

Automatic calculation

Post DP

Automatic calculation

Assumes mid-value import and export commodities - user input required

Automatic calculation

-0.6% Automatic calculation
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2.2 Reduction in environmental damage 

• Dry ports make possible the diversion of cargo movement between 

trade sources and seaports from road to more environmentally 

sustainable modes of transport, i.e. rail or IWT  

• Such a diversion will result in a net reduction of: 

  greenhouse gas emissions 

 noxious gas emissions 

 noise propagation 

• Environmental benefits of rail in particular magnified by application of 

electric rather than diesel traction, but emissions may be transferred 

from trains to power generating sources 

• Greenhouse gas (principally carbon) emissions may be calculated at 

the rate of 2.7 kgs per litre of diesel fuel consumed and valued at 

about € 13 per tonne 

• Calculation of noxious gas emissions  and noise propagation depends 

on measurement of exposed populations – problem of valuation 
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2.3 Increase in public safety 

• Diversion of cargo traffic from road to rail or IWT will reduce 

accident frequency as well as accident consequences 

• Accident frequency = no. accidents per unit of traffic e.g. 

accidents per million vehicle-km 

• Saving in accidents measured as difference between road and rail 

accidents,  each calculated in relation to frequency 

• Accident consequences: 

 include deaths, injuries and property damage 

 may be calculated in terms of number per million vehicle-km 

 problem of valuation  
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2.4 Reduction in transport infrastructure maintenance cost 

• Diversion of cargo traffic from road to rail or IWT will reduce the 

cost of road infrastructure maintenance 

 

• Whether or not this is likely to be a significant benefit will depend 

on the magnitude of truck traffic withdrawn from road 

infrastructure, as result of diversion to rail 

 

• World Bank Road Costing Model (version HDM-4) provides 

methodology for distributing road maintenance costs to individual 

road traffic segments (with trucks bearing higher share due 

greater axle loadings) 

 

• Countries which use HDM Model will have access to local data 

on road maintenance costs   
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Item 3:  Intergovernmental Agreement on dry ports 

What is it? 

 

A treaty, with following objectives: 
 
• Promote and develop dry ports of international importance as 

part of international integrated intermodal transport and 

logistics system within Asia and between Asia and 

neighbouring regions 

 

• Support identification and operationalization of international 

intermodal corridors 

 

• Contribute towards achieving more sustainable transport 

sector 
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TGL 1a TGL 1b 
TGL 1c 

Inland port 1 

SEAPORT 1 

SEAPORT 2 

Inland port 2 

Maritime border Maritime border 

TGL 2a TGL 2b 

Maritime border Maritime border 

TGL 2c 

Note: TGL = 
trade generating 

location 

Rail or Inland 
Waterway 

Transport 
(possibly also 
Long Distance 
Road 

Haulage):  
distance 
usually ≥ 300 
km 

Local road 

transport 
distance, no 
more than 30-
40 km from 

inland port 

Dotted lines show 
future direct flows of 
customs clearance 

procedures and 
documentation 

between Inland Ports  

3.2 Concept of a regional dry port network 
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3.3 Implementation status 

• Opened for signature Bangkok 7-8 November 

2013 

• Opened for signature New York 11 November 

2013 – 31 December 2014  

• Entered into force 23 April 2016, 30 days after 

requisite number of member states ratified, 

accepted, approved or acceded 

• As at May 2018 , 17 member states had 

signed and 13 had become parties through 

ratification, acceptance, approval or 

accession 
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3.4 Guiding principles 

Annex II of the agreement sets out principles for guidance of member 

countries in developing and operating dry ports: 

• Functions:    

 Basic: Handling, storage and regulatory inspection 

 Other: Receipt and dispatch, consolidation and distribution, warehousing, and 

transshipment  

•  Institutional, administrative and regulatory frameworks 

 Initiation of frameworks favourable to development and operation of dry ports 

 Designation of dry ports as points of origin or destination in customs docs 

 Ownership permitted may be public, private, or public private partnership 

•   Design, layout, capacity 

 Sufficient to support secure and smooth flow of cargo, containers and 

 vehicles and to allow for expected future cargo and container volumes    

• Infrastructure, equipment, facilities 

  Provision of infrastructure, equipment and manpower commensurate with 

 existing and expected freight volumes (recommended list) 
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4. Enhancing border control functions 

• Interoperability of dry ports within regional network requires that they have 

full range of functions (customs, quarantine and health) for border 

clearance of international cargo  

• Implication: intermediate border checks and delays should be kept to 

minimum necessary for border security (possibly only a quick inspection 

of transport documents against cargo as reported on manifests) 

• Desirably border inspection staff should be based permanently at dry 

ports or be available on demand to undertake inspections there 

• To make border clearance functions of dry ports fully effective, necessary 

to: 

 integrate different processes and documentation under single window 

 provide border control staff with authority and IT tools (e.g. consignee 

profile data) to be able to undertake pre-clearance of consignments 

before arrival in dry port, or indeed in seaports 
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Example of successful initiative to strengthen trade through 

streamlined border procedures: Cikarang-Lard Krabang  

1. All clearance formalities completed at dry ports (Cikarang and Lard Krabang) 

2. Dry ports (Cikarang and Lard Krabang) specified as ODs on Multimodal B/L 

3. Dry ports identified with UN/LOCODES on B/L – ID JBK (Cikarang) and TH 

LKR (Lard Krabang) 

4. Bonded transfer to seaports under electronic seal 
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………Many thanks! 


